MARCH NEWSLETTER
I was recently privileged to attend an Animal Communication Workshop presented by world renowned
Amelia Kinkade. Amelia wrote 2 books on Animal Communication, one called “Straight from the Horse’s
Mouth” and another titled “The Language of Miracles”. Both come highly recommended.
The course was due to be held on the Saturday and Sunday. The Wednesday before, I was informed that
Amelia had arrived at OR Tambo Airport where the SA Customs Officials had ordered her deportation as
she had insufficient clear pages in her American Passport. She was held for many hours in a facility
where she was expected to sit on the floor, where she was ignored, and worst of all, where the
American Embassy’s offer to place extra pages in her passport was denied for no apparent reason. Her
biggest sin seemed to be her innocence regarding the offering of bribes. (Not my personal opinion but
the opinion of many South Africans.) She missed her interview with Carte Blanche which Immigration
were aware of. I do hope that Carte Blanche will investigate her story and treatment whilst in our
Country.
Amelia returned after being sent back to a snow filled Heathrow where she arrived without luggage as
her luggage had got lost. She purchased another airplane ticked and come straight back after obtaining
extra passport pages.
One can only ask, “What made her return?” The following day, she told us a beautiful story about being
approached by a cleaner woman whilst being held in custody. This woman apparently witnessed the
atrocious treatment handed to Amelia. This wonderful woman approached Amelia, placed her arms
around her shoulders, told her to be strong, that women are strong and not to allow the bullying
treatment to prevent her from returning to do her good work. Who was the woman and did she know
what Amelia was in SA to do? To educate us and spread her wealth of knowledge regarding animals,
their feelings and needs. To teach us the skills that she has developed over many years to hear and
understand the plight and needs of animals, both domestic and in the wild.
Even though I have taught Animal Communication, Reiki and Metaphysics for many years now, each
time I attend a workshop with Amelia, I learn a lot. For me this workshop highlighted two issues: Firstly,
when communicating to obtain a picture of a beloved human or animal friend, one needs to visualize
the beings in the same energy field (ZP Energy Field). One picture ... side by side. Amelia has always
taught to start our communication with questions that invoke an emotion such as love, joy, etc. In this
workshop she taught that, when asking an animal about a favourite friend or human we can either wait
to receive the answer in whatever our normal telepathic method is or she taught that when doing a
reading with the animal in person, one should picture a ball of energy walking with or sitting next to the
live animal and with focus and intent, this ball of energy forms into an image of the favourite friend or
human. It was fascinating experiencing this phenomenon and is a technique that we could use on animal
photographs too.

Secondly were her teachings about “treating” disease in an animal’s body. In the past, healers made a
point of denying the process; seeing only healthy tissue and healthy bodies. Amelia has found that
acknowledging the disease, sending it love, a high vibration of energy and acceptance has resulted in
total and absolute return to a state of wellness.
This is the first time that Amelia has acknowledged the power of hands on energy healing and
demonstrated to us the importance of acknowledging an animal’s problems or deformities with love and
kindness rather than viewing them as a problem. Two of our animal teachers at the workshop were a
pair of iguanas rescued from a pet shop. These creatures had severe deformities of their spines
extending into their tails through being fed the incorrect diet. Amelia said, when we are asked to do a
reading on an animal, to actively discourage the owners from talk of deformity or bad behaviour or
whatever the perceived problem may be. Also, rather than focus on the animal being whole and well
again which is the conventional teaching, while administering healing, she now teaches to acknowledge
the animal as a beautiful being, just the way it is. Her method was to do a couple of slow blinks by way
of greeting before touching the iguanas; the method of greeting for any reptile. Then, one at a time, she
gently held them and asked us to all send as much love as we could and to tell the iguana how beautiful
he was just as he is and all the time she was gently stroking him with healing hands. It was wonderful to
watch as slowly the iguana relaxed and the kinks in his deformed spine and tail visibly started to
straighten out within a few minutes.
Since I have attended her workshop, I have used this process whilst doing healing work. I look forward
to sharing the results with you. I also look forward to Amelia’s next visit in September of this year.
www.ameliakinkade.com
Now, completely off the topic of Animal Communication and onto Metaphysics.
So much has been said and so many different therapies abound regarding the Aquarian Age, therefore,
to say the least, many people appear confused. 2012 seems to be the focal point; the dawning of the
Aquarian Age; the age that is said to bring global awareness, co‐operation, prosperity and service. The
final transition from the 3rd into the 4th dimension.
The Yogi’s speak about the end of the old ways of thinking and communicating. We are at present, I
believe, watching the final fight regarding conflict, depression, political and religious wars. I mention all
this as the 14 February 2009 was an auspicious date regarding this movement from the Piscean into
Aquarian Ages. Most believe that the final fight to hold onto old belief systems, that no longer serve us,
will be highlighted between now and the end of 2011 and 2012.
The Yogi’s speak of a period of testing and growth that will last until 2038. Maybe I will still be alive to
see the end of this time, to experience the peace and joy that altered consciousness will bring.

So, for all of us that have been feeling a bit “odd” for the last few weeks, this may be the reason. Let us
focus on raising our own consciousness and together assist those around us so that all kingdoms ‐
mineral, plant, animal and human ‐ can experience true bliss.
LOVE AND LIGHT
Debbie

